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For various ettings and various dynamic riteria for gauging optimality of programs, 
there does not exist a master program (optimizer) 9~ such that if P is any program 
which computes a partial function possessing an optimal program, then :'~, operating 
on the program P as input, halts eventually and outputs an optimal program P '  for 
computing that partial function. Optimality can be gauged by a criterion suggested by 
a variant of M. Blum's compression theorem for an arbitrary complexity measure, by 
optimality except for a linear factor for amount of memory used by a Turing machine, 
or by optimality within E on a RASP. Thus, our techniques are compatible with tech- 
niques for producing optimal programs which are as diverse as upward diagonalization, 
downward diagonalization, and the size arguments of Hartmanis. Our nonexistence 
results continue to hold even if we only ask that an optimizer behave properly when the 
input program P satisfies certain convergence properties (e.g., when P computes a
total function) and possesses an equivalent optimal program which is neither too hard 
nor too easy to compute. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider various criteria which gauge optimality of programs in terms of 
dynamic measures uch as execution t ime or amount of memory used for various 
inputs (rather than in terms of static measures uch as the number  of instructions in 
a program). Research in "concrete"  complexity indicates that most of the specific 
funct ions which people are interested in comput ing possess optimal programs. Such 
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studies in "concrete" complexity typically proceed by the investigation of a single 
function at a time and the exploition of the particular nature of that function. In this 
paper, we supplement such important investigations by exploring the recursion- 
theoretic properties of large collections of (possibly partial) functions which do possess 
optimal programs. We may think of an optimizer as a master program ~ which, 
when given as input a program P satisfying certain conditions, produces as output an 
optimal program P'  which accomplishes the same task. For a variety of criteria for 
gauging optimality of programs, we show, among other things, that one cannot expect 
an optimizer to work adequately on all programs P which compute partial functions 
possessing optimal programs. 
In our first theorem, we deal with arbitrary complexity measures and gauge 
optimality by a criterion suggested by a variant of the compression theorem of Blum [4]. 
In the next theorem, we deal with amount of memory. Specifically, we use a Turing 
machine model. (Although the lack of random access features makes the Turing 
machine an unnatural model for time, it is quite a reasonable model when we are 
considering amount of memory.) In this theorem, we only require that an optimizer 
behave properly on an input program P if P possesses an equivalent program which is 
optimal in the stronger sense that amount of memory used can only be improved by 
linear factors. In the final theorem, we treat execution time on a random access tored 
program computer (RASP) and only require that an optimizer behave properly on an 
input program P if P possesses an equivalent program which is optimal in the stronger 
sense of optimality within ~ (defined in Section II). Since the last two theorems only 
require an optimizer to behave properly when very stringent optimality conditions 
hold, those nonexistence r sults are not special cases of the first theorem. 
In terms of distinctions made in [5], our results show that our techniques are 
compatible with techniques for producing optimal programs which are as diverse as 
the "upward diagonalization" used in the proof of the compression theorem (where a 
resource bound is increased to allow computation of more functions), the "downward 
diagonalization" used for Turing machine memory in [13-15, 18] (where a resource 
bound is decreased toallow computation offewer functions), and the size arguments of 
[10] (where output values are so much larger than input values that every program 
has almost as long an execution time as a given program). 
In addition to feeling that each of our theorems i of some interest in its own right, 
we feel that our results provide interesting comparisons of the abstract, Turing 
machine, and RASP models for computational complexity. In Section VI, we compare 
the three results in considerable detail and indicate why the various wordings of the 
theorems arise. 
Certainly our results do not preclude the possibility that one can frequently improve 
(rather than always optimize) programs by removal of redundant statements and 
variables, identification of common subexpressions, etc. But they do spell out certain 
limitations on what can be expected in the area of program optimization. We do not 
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require that the syntax and general organization of the output program P '  from an 
optimizer ~ resemble the syntax and general organization of the input program P. 
Our nonexistence r sults suggest hat increasingly sophisticated techniques of program 
optimization will not be able to get away from the limitation of only looking at 
reasonably straightforward syntactic variants of a program P as candidates for a 
better version of P. 
Since our results are negative, concerning the nonexistence of optimizers, it is 
important o stress that we require very little of a master translating program ~ before 
we are willing to call it an optimizer: 
(A) We do not require that ~ translate quivalent programs P1 and P2 into the 
same optimal program. (Several diffeernt optimal programs may compute the same 
function.) In addition, we do not require that g translate an optimal program P into 
itself. (In particular, we do not reqiure that ~ be able to recognize that its input 
program P is already optimal.) 
(B) We only require that ~ behave properly when it is given as input a program P
which is equivalent to some optimal program neither too hard nor too easy to compute. 
(This is prompted by the fact that a typical complaint about recursion-theoretic 
computational complexity is that it deals with computations requiring huge amounts of 
resources uch as time or memory.) 
(C) We only require that ~0 behave properly when it is given as input a 
program P which satisfies certain convergence properties. (For instance, we might 
only require that .~ work properly on P if P halts on all inputs.) 
(D) In some cases (to wit, Theorems 1 and 2), we only require that ~ behave 
properly when it is given as input a program P which never produces outputs other 
than 0 or 1. (If computation of a 0-1-valued partial function requires many compu- 
tational resources, we may regard it as "intrinsically" complicated in the sense that the 
difficulty of computation cannot be explained in terms of the need to compute very 
large output values gradually.) 
We interpret conditions (B), (C), and (D) in the strongest possible form: 
(E) If  P computes a partial function which fails to have the desired convergence 
properties or does not possess an optimal program neither too hard nor too easy to 
compute or, if (D) is applicable, is not 0-1-valued, then we do not even require that 
halt when given input P. 
(F) We allow the criteria for gauging optimality of the output program P '  to be 
less stringent han the criteria used to gauge whether some program equivalent o P 
is optimal. For one thing, we gauge the existence of an optimal program equivalent 
to P by looking at all but finitely many inputs in the domain, but we only require that 
P '  use small amounts of resource on some (unknown) infinite set of inputs. Certain 
other aspects of (F) are discussed following the statement of Theorem 1 in Section I I I .  
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Note added in proof. Since writ ing this paper, we have discovered that we may also add the 
following. 
(G) We only require that ~ behave properly when it is given as input a program P which 
is not horribly hard to compute itself (and hence not horribly far from being optimal itself). 
This  is discussed further in a note added in proof at the end of Section III. 
Our proofs involve applications of the recursion theorem. We attempt o give a 
careful enough exposition to allow the uninitiated to understand the nature of these 
applications. We emphasize that use of the recursion theorem is no virtue; for example, 
the proof of the speed-up theorem given by Hartmanis and Hopcroft [12] is easier to 
understand than Blum's original proof [4]. We invite readers to communicate with us 
if they find proofs of our results which do not rely upon the recursion theorem. 
Note, however, that it appears that some reasonably sophisticated technique such as 
the recursion theorem is necessary to prove our nonexistence r sults. In particular, 
the undecidability of equivalence of programs (i.e., the fact that there does not exist an 
algorithm which, when given arbitrary programs P1 and P~ as inputs, eventually halts 
and correctly states whether or not P1 and P2 compute the same partial function) 
does not immediately imply the nonexistence of an optimizer. Certainly the most 
obvious attempts to produce optimizers would try to use a decision procedure for 
equivalence and would attempt o compare dynamic resource requirements of all 
"reasonably short" equivalent programs in order to try to determine what output P' 
to correlate with an input P. However, there might very well exist far more devious 
and sophisticated techniques for producing optimizers only requiring knowledge of 
extremely simple instances of the equivalence problem which actually could be decided. 
Viewed another way, suppose that an optimizer ~ exists and that we want to con- 
clude as a contradiction that equivalence of programs is decidable, at least when the 
input programs do compute functions possessing optimal programs and conform to 
the other conditions which must be met before ~ is guaranteed to behave properly. 
Given two such programs P1 and P2, the most obvious approach is to apply ~ to 
P1 and Pz,  obtaining optimal programs PI' and P2'. Thus, P1 and Pe are equivalent 
precisely if PI' and P2' are equivalent. However, condition (A) above thwarts any 
direct, easy answer to the question of whether PI' and P2' are equivalent, and hence 
thwarts such an easy attempt o derive a contradiction from the existence of an 
optimizer. 
II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Let N = {0, 1,...} be the set of natural numbers. Let %,  ~01,.,. be one of the 
standard enumerations of all partial computable functions of one argument. We may 
think of the index i as one of the many "programs" which compute the partial 
function ~oi. (For instance, i might correspond to the Turing machine whose g6del 
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number is larger than precisely i other numbers which are g6del numbers of Turing 
machines.) The phrases "partial computable" and "computable" are equivalent to the 
phrases "partial recursive" and "recursive," respectively. Computable functions are, 
by definition, total. I f  ~0 and ~b are partial functions, ~0 = r implies domain 
~0 = domain r Background material on recursion theory can be found in [17]. 
The pairing function jr: N" --~ N is a one-to-one onto computable function with 
inverses L(z) and R(z). In particular, J(L(z), R(z) )= z, L ( J (x ,y) )~ x, and 
R(jr(x,y)) - -y  for all x, y, and z. Davis' text [7, pp. 43-45] includes a detailed 
discussion of one way of defining J. 
Let ~ be any element such that ~ r N. We sometimes talk about (partial) com- 
putable functions in which one of the arguments ranges over the set N u {oF} instead 
of over the set N. This is simply a notational convenience; for instance, we could 
replace references to n ~ N by references to n + 1 and replace references to ov by 
references to 0. In particular, note that use of the symbol ~ does not have anything 
to do with divergence (i.e., with computations which never halt). All variables other 
than E range over either N or N u {~}. The variable E ranges over the real numbers. 
Proper subtraction x ~'y  has value x - -y  if x ~ y and value 0 otherwise. In 
particular, 1 ~ y ,~ y for all y e N. 
DEFINITION (Blum's [4]). A measure of computational complexity (complexity 
measure) q~ is a sequence ~o, ~1 ,..- of partial computable functions uch that 
(i) ~oi(n) converges (i.e., is defined) if and only if (iff) #i(n) converges, 
(ii) {(i, n, y)'~ : clgi(n ) = y} is recursive. 
To paraphrase Hartmanis and Hopcroft's urvey [12], q~i(n) can be thought of as 
the "cost" of computing cpi(n ). The first axiom says the cost is finite iff the computation 
halts eventually. The second axiom says that you can decide whether the computation 
only costs y units. (The reference to y in (ii) is necessary, since the halting problem 
dictates that there is no algorithm which will decide for arbitrary i and n whether the 
cost of computing ~i(n) is finite.) We may think of~bi as the "run-time" of "program" i.
DEFINITION'. A computable function h(n, m) is monotone if
m 1 ~ h(n, ml) ~ h(n, m2) 
for all n, m 1 , and mz such that m 1 ~ mz. 
We use the abbreviations "a.e." and i.o." to mean "for all but finitely many inputs 
in the relevant domain" and "for infinitely many inputs in the relevant domain." 
DEFINITION. Let ~ be a complexity measure, let h be a computable function of two 
arguments which is monotone, and let ~o be a partial computable function of one 
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argument. A programj is an h-optimal program for cp a.e. (respectively, i.o.) (with respect 
to q~) iff 
(a) ~, = 9, and 
(b) (u =- ~o ~ ~s(n) ~< h(n, q~k(n)) a.e. (respectively, i.o.)]. 
A programj is an optimalprogramfor ~ except for a linear factor a.e. (respectively, i.o.) 
iff (a) holds and 
(b') (gk)[9~k = ~o ~ (3ck)[~j(n) < ck " ~k(n) a.e. (respectively, i.o.)]. 
A programj  is an optimalprogramfor r within E a.e. (respectively, i.o.) iff (a) holds 
and 
(b") (Vk)(V~)[@k = 9~ & E > 0) ~ (1 --  E). q~s(n) < ~(n)  a.e. (respectively, 
i.o.)]. 
For each of these notions of optimality, if we omit reference to ~0 then a program j 
satisfies that notion of optimality iff it satisfies that notion of optimality for q~ -- 9~j. 
For instance, if h(n, m) = m 2, then programj  is h-optimal a.e. if each program for 
computing ~0s requires at least the square root of the resources required by program j, 
for all but finitely many inputs in the domain of ~j .  
The appearance of the variable n in h(n, m) allows the size of the input n to be 
relevant in cases where the size of n is not reflected in the size of qSk(n ). 
I I I .  ARBITRARY COMPLEXITY MEASURES 
THEOREM 1. Let 9 be an arbitrary complexity measure. There exists a computable 
function ft,(n, m) which is monotone and is such that if  conditions (i)-(iii) hold then there 






program for 9~i a.e. & ~j(n) > ~u0(n) a.e. & ~j(n) <~ b(n) a.e.]} =~ {~(i) converges & ~(i) 
is an h-optimal program for q~i .o.}]. 
The statement of our theorem correctly reflects our desire to show that an optimizer 
does not exist even when we make as few demands as possible on what an optimizer 
must do. The items ~, i, and ~b(i) in the theorem are analogs of ,~, P, and P' ,  respec- 
tively, in Section I. The set domain ~uo is related to (C) of Section I. Condition (ii) 
h(n, m) is a computable function which is monotone and is such that 
h(n, m) for all n and m, 
Yo is such that domain ~o is infinite, 
b(n) = ft.(n, q~uo(n)), 
(Vi)[{domain ~v i = domain ~yo & range ~v,: C {0, 1} & (3j)[j is an ft.-optimal 
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requires that it be infinite, since the definition of optimality in Section I I  involves the 
phrase "for all but finitely many n in the domain." The partial functions b and (/)% 
are related to the pharse "neither too hard nor too easy to compute" in (B). As 
promised in (F), the use of/~, and k makes minimal demands on r Because of (i), it is 
conceivable that a program k could be h-optimal without being/~-optimal. We only 
require that r behave properly if ~i possesses a program which satisfies the more 
stringent notion of optimality. When it does, we only require that r satisfy the more 
lenient notion of optimality. The use of the phrases "a.e." and "i.o." is also consistent 
with (F). In (iii), domain b ~ domain ~o " 
Sketch of the proof. The motivation for our proof is as follows. To contradict (iv), 
we wish to exhibit a number i* such that, among other things, r is not an k- 
optimal program for q0i.. One approach to the problem is the following: I f  q),(i.)(n) 
is so small that there is a genuine threat hat r will be an k-optimal program, then 
we want to construct 9~* in such a fashion that ~0i. =~ 9~(i*) 9 Implicitly, this proposed 
strategy assumes that we can use prior knowledge of a program i* (to allow us to 
investigate r and ~(i.)) in the course of specifying the behavior of the partial 
function ~oi. computed by that program. The recursion theorem (see, for instance, 
[17, Chap. 11] or [1]) allows us to do essentially that. We construct a computable 
function g(i) such that for every i, the partial function computed by program g(i) 
behaves the way we want the partial function computed by program i to behave. 
By the recursion theorem, there exists i* such that q~g(~.) = (Pi*- Thus, the partial 
function computed by program i* behaves the way we want the partial function 
computed by program i* to behave! 
Thus far we have only examined that portion of (iv) which indicates that we need to 
guarantee that r is not an k-optimal program for ~vl.. In addition, we must 
guarantee that domain ~oi. = domain q)uo , that range (Pi* _C{0, 1}, and that some 
program which is neither too hard nor too easy to compute is /Te-optimal for ~i*- 
We shall guarantee this by guaranteeing that ~%(i) has the analogous properties, for 
all i. This means that we have two different sets of demands made on us concerning 
how we should define epg(i ) : 
(I) On the one hand, we want to guarantee that ~og(i) has an ~| program. 
We want to do this by diagonalizing over Cu0(n) in order to guarantee that every 
program k such that ~% = ~%(i) has the property that (b k > q)~o a.e. This is in the 
spirit of Blum's compression theorem, and it is easy to show that such diagonalization 
does allow us to produce/~e-optimal programs for a reasonable choice of/~e. 
(II) On the other hand, if q)r is so small that there is a genuine threat hat ~b(i) 
will be an h-optimaI program, we want to guarantee that ~%(~) ~ %(i) 9 
Basically, items (1)-(7) of the proof below devise a scheme which allows us momen- 
tarily to interrupt he diagonalization related to (I) in order to deal with (II). A certain 
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amount of care is in order, since the wording of the theorem requires that we define 
/~ (and hence set up the mechanism for diagonalization) atthe outset, without reference 
to h, yo , b, or ~b. 
Only one problem remains, and that concerns the convergence of r Clearly 
we cannot interrupt he diagonalization related to (I) in order to deal with (II), at least 
until we have discovered that ~b(i*) converges. Suppose that r never converges. 
In such a case, we still guarantee that ~%(i*) possesses an/~r program which is 
neither too hard nor too easy to compute. Hence, (iv) implies that ~b(i*) should have 
converged even though it did not. 
Proof. We begin with a simple modification of the proof of the compression 
theorem in [4, Theorems 7, 8]. We wish to construct a computable function 7(s, u, y), 
where u ~ N, y ~N,  and s 6 N U {or}. Its outputs are themselves programs, i.e., 
indices in the enumeration %,  ~01 ,.... The computation performed by program 
7(s, u, y) proceeds in stages and remembers what programs have been canceled at 
earlier stages. Any one stage cancels at most one program. Canceling a program j 
guarantees 9~(.~,~.v) ~ %.. Any one stage x only directly concerns a single input n', 
although it influences other inputs indirectly because it can cancel a program. To 
compute q~(.~.u,u)(n) for any input n ~ N, the computation starts at stage 0 and proceeds 
through the stages equentially until it gets to a stage x for which n' ~- n and ~(~.~.u)(n') 
is defined. 





@ R(x). Go to stage x + 1. 
= R(x) .  
Case 2.1. n' : s. If n' ~ n, let gO~(s.u,~)(n ) ~ u and halt. Otherwise, go to stage 
x+l .  
Case 2.2. n' :/= s. 
Case 2.2.1. Some programj is such that j  ~ x and q)j(n') ~ r and j  has 
not been canceled at any earlier stage. Cancel the least such j. I f  n ' :  n, let 
%r = 1 ~" q~j(n) and halt. Otherwise, go to stage x + 1. 
Case 2.2.2. No such j exists. I f  n '=  n, let q~( .... u)(n) : 0 and halt. 
Otherwise, go to stage x -}- 1. 
This completes the description of the computation performed by 7(s, u, y). 
I f  s is the exceptional value ~ q~ N (discussed in Section II), then the special value 
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never interrupts the diagonalization and the value u is immaterial; this degenerate case 
corresponds to Blum's original construction. 
For each choice of s, u, and y, the program associated with these parameters 
computes a partial computable function. Moreover, we may pass effectively from the 
parameters to an index (in the enumeration q~0, ~x ,...) for the program associated 
with those parameters. Thus, the function ~(s, u,y)  of three arguments is itself 
computable. 
The following properties hold for all s, u, y, and j. 
domain q~( .... ~) = domain tby. (1) 
s E domain tb u ~ ~0~t .... ~)(s) = u. (2) 
ue{0,1} ~ rangeq~( ..... u) C{0,1}. (3) 
~PJ : tP~(8,u.~)  ~J > ~u a.e. (4) 
To prove (1), note that it Case 2.2.l cancelsj at stage x, then tbj(n') ~ R(x), so that 
~j(n') converges. To prove (4), use the fact that any one program is canceled at at most 
one stage. 
Define 
ft,(n, m) = the maximum element of the set 
{m) U {r . . . .  ~)(n) : (~ ~ ,, or s = oo) & 
(u =0oru= 1)&y~n&@,(n) ~m}. 
Since q~ is a complexity measure and y is computable, (1) implies that/~, is computable. 
Also, for all s, u, and y: 
u e {0, 1) ~ ~,(s.,~.~)(n) ~ ft,(n, ~,(n)) a.e. (5) 
/~ is monotone. (6) 
u c (0, 1) ~ ~,(s, u, y) is an/~-optimal program a.e. (7) 
Condition (7) is crucial to our development. I s proof is easy: Suppose ~0~ =- 9~( .... ,J) 9 
By (4), tb k > q)u a.e. Applying (6) to this and then using (5), 
/~(n, q)k(n)) /> q~( .... u)(n) a.e. 
By (1), this proves (7). 
We have now defined/~| independently from any mention of h, Yo, b, or 4J. Now 
suppose that h, Y0, and b satisfy (i)-(iii) of the theorem. For a contradiction, also 
suppose the partial computable function ~b(i) satisfies (iv), and let z 0 be such that 
~0zo -- ~b. (At this point it may be helpful to reread the sketch of the proof given earlier.) 
We wish to define a computable function g(i). At stage x, program g(i) remembers 
which programs have been canceled at earlier stages and remembers whether or not it 
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has already dealt with a "special point." I f  it has, the value of a Boolean switch already 
is true. At most one special point is ever chosen in the construction. 
The computation performed by programg(i) proceeds in stages. For any input n ~ N, 
the computation starts at stage 0 with the switch already initialized to false. 
For x ~ 0, stage x is as follows. Compute n' ~ L(x). 
Case 1. 
~0(n') C- R(x). Go to stage x + 1. 
Case 2. 
9 ~o(n') -= R(~). 
Case 2.1. Already has value false and ff~o(i) ~ x and ff),(i)(n') ~ h(n', b(n')). Set 
already equal to true. I f  n' z n, let 9g(i)(n) -~ 1 ~- 9,(i)(n) and halt. Otherwise, 
go to stage x -~- I. 
Case 2.2. Otherwise. 
Case 2.2.1. Some program j is such that j ~ x and qbj(n') ~ r and j 
has not been canceled at any earlier stage. Cancel the least such j. I f  n' z n, let 
9~(i)(n) = 1 "-- q~-(n) and halt. Otherwise, go to stage x + 1. 
Case 2.2.2. No such j exists. If n' = n, let ~0g(i)(n) = 0 and halt. Otherwise, 
go to stage x + 1. 
This completes the description of the computation performed by program g(i). For 
each choice of i, the program g(i) described above computes a partial computable 
function. Moreover, we may pass effectively from i to an index (in the enumeration 
%, ~o 1,...) for the associated program. Thus, the function g is itself computable. 
If program g(i) has any stage x such that Case 2.1 holds, then we say that g(i) chooses 
the "special point" n' = L(x) and the "correlated value" u = 1 "--q~(i)(n'). Note 
that in such a case ~b(i) = 9~0(i) converges and ~,(i)(n') ~ h(n', fz,(n', R(x))), hence 
%(,:)(n') and ~(i)(n') converge. For all i, the following statements hold. 
If a special point is never chosen during the computation performed by 
program g(i), then q~,(0 = q~(~,o.~o) 9 (8) 
I f  a special point s and correlated value u are chosen during the 
computation performed by program g(i), then ~%(i) ----- ~,(s,u,%) 9 (9) 
To prove (9), note that the special point s is chosen during stage x' = J(s, q~%(s)) of 
the computation performed by program g(i). By induction, show that for all stages x, 
programs y(s, u, Y0) and g(i) produce identical cancellations and values. 
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If  the program g(i) ever chooses a special point, then the correlated value u is either 
0 or 1. Combining (8) and (9) with (1), (3), (7), (4), (5), and (iii), we obtain: 
For each i, domain cpo(i ) ~ domain ~uo ' range ~o~(i) _C {0, 1}, and there 
exists a programj(i) such thatj(i) is an ]e-optimal program for (p~(i) a.e. 
and q)j(i)(n) > q~o(n) a.e. and q~(i)(n) ~ b(n) a.e. (10) 
(We do not claim that the functionj(i) is computable, since it is not clear which of (8) 
or (9) applies for a given value of i.) 
By the recursion theorem, there exists i* such that q~g(~.) -- ~0~.. By (10) and (iv), 
~b(i*) converges and is an h-optimal program for ~ .  i.o. In addition, (10) yields that 
q~J(i*) = %* and q)~(i*) ~ b a.e. Since ~b(i*) is an h-optimal program for cp.** a.e. and h 
is monotone, 
q) ,(i.)(n) ~ h(n, b(n) i.o. 
Let x 0 be the least x such that x ~ ~o(i*) and qSuo(L(x)) = R(x) (and hence b(L(x)) 
converges) and q),(i.)(L(x)) ~ h(L(x), b(L(x))). (Such an x exists, since ~b(i*) = 9~o(i*) 
converges and domain q~v0 is infinite.) Let n o ~ L(xo). Hence, during stage x 0 of the 
computation performed by program g(i*), s ~ n o is chosen as a special point with 
correlated value u @ q~(i.)(s). Hence, q%(~.)(n0)# ~o~(~.)(n0). Since ~%(~.)= q0i. , it 
follows that 9,(~.) 4- 9i* and thus ~b(i*) cannot be an h-optimal program for ~oi. i.o. 
Contradiction. Hence, no partial computable function ~b(i) satisfies (iv). Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof. Since writing this paper, we have proved the following 
variant of Theorem 1, which is related to the condition (G) discussed in a note added 
in proof in Section I. 
T~IEOREM. Let ~ be an arbitrary complexity measure. There exist a computable 
function h| m) and a partial computable function b,(n, y) such that h,(n, m) is 
monotone, such that be(n, y) converges iff $u(n) converges, and such that if domain q)u 
is infinite, then no partial computable function ~b(i) satisfies the property 
(Vi)[(domain ~ = domain ~b~ & range 9i _C {0, l } 
& ~i(n) ~ be(n,y) a.e. 
& (3j)[j is an he-optimalprogramfor ~o i a.e. 
& ~j(n) > ~u(n) a.e. & ~j(n) ~ he(n, ~u(n)) a.e.]} 
:~ {4,(i) converges & ~b(i) is" an h| program for cpi i.o.}]. 
The proof consists of the construction of a computable function g(i, y, z) (in place 
of the function g(i) used in the above proof) and use of the recursion theorem to yield 
a computable function i(y, z) such that ~i(u,~) = qog(i(~,~),u,~) for all y and z. One can 
then define be(n, y) ~ max{~i(u,~)(n): z ~ n}. 
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A more involved statement is necessary when one allows optimality of the output 
program ~b(i) to be gauged by h-optimality for some computable function 
h(n, m) ~ h.(n, m). 
IV. AMOUNT OF MEMORY 
For this section, consider an off-line model of a Turing machine in which a read-only 
head can move both directions on a separate tape which holds a binary encoding of 
the input. Details of the conventions concerning such machines are irrelevant. Let 
~P0,7't ,... correspond to a g6del numbering of all such Turing machines, so that we 
associate the index or "program" i with the Turing machine Z~ whose g6del number is 
greater than precisely i other g6del numbers of Turing machines. Let s diverge if 
~0~(n) diverges and be the number of work tape squares used in computing 9i(n) if that 
computation converges. (As noted later in more detail, this differs from the usual 
definition of L~:(n), where all inputs of length n are considered.) 
THEOREM 2. Let q3i and L i be related to amount of work tape used by off-line Turing 
machines as above. Let Yo be such that 
(i) /~v0(n) ~ log tog n for all n in domain Luo , and 
(ii) domain s is infinite. 
Then there does not exist a partial computable function $(i) such that 
(iii) (Vi)[{domain ep~ = domain [% & range go i CC {0, l} & (3j)[j is an optimal 
program for go t except for a linear factor a.e. &/]~.(n) = Luo(n ) a.e.]} ~ {~b(i) converges & 
~b(i) is an optimal program for rpl except for a linear factor i.o.}]. 
Note that we only require that ~b(i) be optimal except for a linear factor i.o.; we do 
not require that/~i)(n) ~/]uo(n) i.o. Also, we do not require that/7% be monotone 
on its domain. 
Theorem 2 remains true if we modify it in either or both of the following fashions. 
(1) Replace the hypothesis domain9~ = domainLuo in (iii) by the hypothesis 
that 9i(n) converges iff the computation of q~u0(n ) either halts or loops on some finite 
number of tape squares. 
(2) Let h(n, m) be any computable function which is weakly increasing in its 
second argument. In the hypothesis of (iii), leave the requirement that j  be an optimal 
program for q~i except for a linear factor a.e. as is. In the conclusion of (iii), require 
instead that 5b(i) converge and that ~b(i) be an h-optimal program for 9i i.o. 
Modification (2) is in keeping with consideration (F) of Section I: We only require 
that ~b behave properly when stringent optimality conditions are satisfied, and then we 
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only require h-optimality of the output. For most choices of h, we would expect 
h-optimality to be more lenient han optimality except for a linear factor. 
We actually prove the original version of Theorem 2, which has the more natural 
statement. 
Motivation for the proof. The Turing machine Zi associated with index i in the 
enumeration q~0,91 ,... may have an arbitrarily large number of states and an arbitrarily 
large work-tape alphabet. Moreover, those large sets may be coded into g6del numbers 
in complicated, unmanageable numbers, for instance, by using sequence numbers. 
(Sequence numbers encode arbitrarily long finite sequences of numbers as single 
numbers. (See, e.g., [7, pp. 45-46].)) Let 27 be a finite alphabet and let d: N -+ 27* 
be a computable function such that for each i, d(i) is a description of a Turing machine 
~i which is obtained from Z/ by using sequences of symbols from the restricted 
alphabet X to encode single symbols of Zi.  I f  ki symbols of the restricted alphabet 
encode a single work-tape symbol of Zi ,  then the number of tape squares Li(n ) used 
by ~~ i on input n satisfies Li(n ) = kr "s For concreteness, we may think of the 
description d(i) as being constructed along the lines of [14, Section 7.2], although such 
details are not crucial. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we wish to describe the nature of the computation 
performed by a program g(i) which cancels programs at various moments during its 
computation. 
When its hypotheses are satisfied, condition (iii) implies that there exists a constant ti
such that L6(i)(n) ~ ~i "Luo(n) i.o. However, we have no guarantee that ~i = 1. Since 
we must deal with condition (II) of Section I I I  (part of the proof sketch which follows 
the statement of Theorem I), this means that the computation performed by program 
g(i) may have to use more than Lvo(n ) tape squares for some choices of n. Hence, 
we will use an auxiliary tape function/~0(n) such that 
domain/~'~0 ----- domain/~0 (11) 
and 
lim L~o(n)/[~.(n ) = 0o. (12) 
n~domains 
Since the computation performed by program g(i) on input n is going to use Luo(n )
tape squares for some values of n, on such values of n it may seem reasonable to 
diagonalize over L%(n) when we deal with condition (I) of the motivation for 
Theorem 1. After all, this is the obvious way to try to make g(i) optimal except for a 
linear factor. We do not do this: Even when program g(i) has already used L%(n) tape 
squares because of (II), Phase 4 of the construction given below will use only/~u0(n ) 
tape squares to deal with (I). This decision is crucial, as we note immediately after our 
proof. 
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In the course of computing r we will simulate those computations of cpg(;)(m) 
such that m < n and the simulation can be performed in the limited space which we 
allow for the computation of ~%(i)(n). (Recall that Lu0 need not be increasing on its 
domain.) This restricted "look-back" procedure still allows us to cancel all programs 
which need to be canceled: If  a program really needs to be canceled, there are infinitely 
many opportunities to cancel it, and (i) implies that other cancellations do not preempt 
all of these opportunities. Use of this look-back procedure allows us to deal directly 
with the computation of numerical functions. In contrast, the standard iagonalizations 
over tape for acceptance of sets [13-15, 18] view many words in an extended alphabet 
as synonyms for a single word in a restricted alphabet. 
The use of a tape complexity measure Li(n ) for acceptance of sets is related to all 
inputs of length n, whereas L~(n) is related to a single input n of length log n. Hence, 
our hypothesis (i) corresponds to the hypothesis that Li(n) ~ log n in the standard 
references. Hence, the standard techniques can be used to shut off various simulations 
before entering an infinite loop on finitely many tape squares. 
Proof. Assume (i) and (ii). For a contradiction, assume that a partial computable 
function ~b(i) does satisfy (iii). Let u 0 be such that (11) and (12) hold. (Clearly such a u 0 
exists.) Program g(i) has descriptions of programs related to Yo, u0, and ~b built into 
its finite memory. It  may be thought of as working on a tape which has several tracks. 
(See, for instance, [14, Ch. 6].) These tracks are used for simulating various compu- 
tations, shutting off simulations by detecting an infinite loop on a finite amount of 
tape, remembering which machine is currently being simulated, etc. 
The Appendix gives a fairly detailed sketch of the computation performed by 
program g(i) on input n. A brief summary is as follows. 
Phase I. Lay off L~0(n ) tape squares. (Diverge if/~0(n) diverges.) 
Phase 2. While limiting the computation to Lu0(n ) tape squares, learn as much as 
possible about whether 9~(i)(m) 4- 9,(~)(m) due to Phase 3 for some m < n and about 
which programs are canceled during the computation of cpg(i)(m ) due to Phase 4 for 
various m < n. 
Phase 3. If  you have learned that %(i)(m) v ~ q~(~)(m) for some m < n, then go 
to Phase 4. Otherwise, lay offL%(n) tape squares and attempt o compute cp,(i)(n ) while 
limiting your computations to those L%(n) tape squares. If  you succeed, let 
~g(i)(n) E {0, 1} be such that ~%(i)(n) :r ~%(i)(n) and halt. 
Phase 4. If, while limiting your computations to L,j0(n ) tape squares, you can find 
a value o f j  such that/]j(n) ~/~0(n)  and you have not learned that j  is canceled uring 
the computation of ~pg(0(m) for some m < n, then cancel the least such j and let 
~%(i)(n) ~ {0, 1} be such that q~g(i)(n) ~ q~j(n) and halt. 
Phase 5. Output q~,t,:)(n) ~ 0 and halt. 
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This completes the sketch of the construction. Phase 2 may appear to appeal to the 
recursion theorem, since the computation of ~0o(i) (on input n) is being defined in terms 
of the computation of ~%(i) (on inputs m < n). However, this apparent appeal to the 
recursion theorem can be avoided, as is clear in the version given in the Appendix. 
Note that if Phase 4 cancels program j, then/_,~.(n) ~ s so that ~j(n) and 99g(i)(n) 
converge. 
To prove that the construction produces a counterexample to (iii), observe that g is 
itself computable. As in the proof of Theorem 1, let i* be such that 
%(i*) = ~i*. (13) 
Case 1. For some no, Phase 3 of the computation performed by program g(i*) on 
input n o forces q)g(i,)(no) 56: 9,(r 
For all sufficiently large inputs in domain J~uo, Phase 2 will discover this fact (because 
of (i)) and Phase 3 will be bypassed. Hence, 
Zg(/,)(n) = Lvo(n ) a.e. (14) 
We claim that 
program g(i*) is optimal except for a linear factor a.e. (15) 
I f  this is not the case, then there exists an integer k such that ~o1~ =9~ and 
/~g(i*) > c ' /~  i.o. for every c~N.  Let k o be the least such k. Taking c to be the 
constant such that c "Lko = Lko and applying (14), Lko </~uo i.o. Since 9k ~ ~ ~, k 0 is 
never canceled. Let F be the set consisting of all progarms j such that j < k 0 and j is 
canceled uring the execution of program g(i*) on some input. By (i) and the fact that 
F is finite, there exists n 1 such that for all n ~ domain/~u0 such that n ~ n 1 , Phase 2 
learns that all programs in F have been canceled on earlier inputs. Hence, by (ii), k 0 is 
canceled on some input. Contradiction. Hence, (15) holds. 
By construction, domain~%(i,)=domain/~uo and range %(i,)C{0, 1). Hence 
(13)-(15) and (iii) imply that ~b(i*) converges and is an optimal program for 9i* to 
within a linear factor i.o. Hence, ~0~(i, ) = ~oi, = %(i*) 9 This contradicts the assumption 
that Case 1 holds. 
Case 2. There is no n o such that Phase 3 of the computation performed by 
program g(i*) on input n o forces ~g(i,)(no) @ (po(i,)(no)- 
Let v 0 be the program which computes by imitating the computation performed 
by program g(i), except that Phase 2 only learns about which programs are canceled 
during the computation of %(i)(m) for various m < n, with no reference to 4~, and 
Phase 3 is omitted. 
Case 2 implies not only that Lg(i, ) =/~'o  but also that 
%(~,) = %0. (16) 
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Clearly 
L% =L~o.  (17) 
As in the proof for Case 1, the computation performed by g(i*) guarantees that for 
every k such that ~0 k z ~%(i*) there is a constant c such that/7%(n) ~< c 9 Lk(n ) a.e. 
Hence, by (16) and (17), 
v 0 is an optimal program for 9~(i*) 
except for a linear factor a.e. (18) 
By (13), (17), (18), and (iii), ~b(i*) converges and is an optimal program for ~i* 
(-9%) except for a linear factor i.o. By (12) and (17), L~(i.)(n ) ~ [,%(n) i.o. Hence, 
there is n o such that Phase 3 implies 9~(i.)(n0) :~ ~or Hence, Case 2 also leads to 
a contradiction. Hence, r cannot satisfy (iii). Q.E.D. 
Suppose that Phase 4 used the condition L~(n) ~ L%(n) rather than L~(n) ~/7,uo(n) 
for determining whether to cancel j, in those cases in which Phase 3 had laid offL%(n) 
tape squares. Consider Case 2 of our proof. Then ['a(i*) ~/7,% and g(i*) itself is 
optimal except for a linear factor a.e. Suppose we are willing to weaken the statement 
of our theorem by strengthening (iii) so that ~b(i) behaves properly when the variablej 
of (iii) satisfies either [,j(n) =/~u0(n) a.e. or L~ = L%. Even then, we only know that 
f~r is bounded above by a constant multiple of L% i.o. Hence, we cannot use the 
reasoning of Case 2 above to conclude that q%(i*) v a 9,(i*) 9 Hence, our decision to 
always diagonalize over Lv0 in Phase 4 is crucial. That decision implies that g(i) is not 
always optimal itself. However, when we need help, an equivalent optimal program 
exists. 
The first of the two modifications of Theorem 2 which are cited near the beginning 
of this section is straightforward, since algorithms exist for detecting looping on 
finitely many memory squares in terms of repetition of the same configuration. The 
basic idea in the proof of the second modification is to replace [~uo(n ) in the above proof 
by h(n, L.o(n)). 
V. AMOUNT OF TIME 
We consider the random access stored program machine RASP1 studied by 
Hartmanis [10] and also explicated by Engeler [9]. (Related material is contained in 
[6, 8].) The machine has an accumulator, an instruction counter, and infinitely many 
registers R0, R1,.... The instruction repertoire for RASP1 includes instructions for 
transferring unconditionally, transferring if the contents of the accumulator is zero, 
loading, storing, adding, subtracting, and halting. The operand can be a constant 
contained in the instruction or the contents of a register. Indirect addressing is allowed. 
Self-modifying programs are allowed. 
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Throughout his section, let 90,91 ,... correspond to an enumeration of programs 
for RASPI and let T~(n) diverge if 9~(n) diverges and be the number of steps executed 
while computing 9r if that computation halts. Each program has at least one 
instruction, so Ti(n) ~ 0 for all i and n. 
Roughly speaking, a function is called honest if there is some program which 
computes that function and is such that long execution times for the program are 
reflected by the fact that the output values are reasonably large. (See, e.g., [16].) 
RASP1 allows the computation of some large functions quite rapidly. This prompts us 
to make the 
DEFINITION. A program y is compulsively honest iff 
lira rpy(n)/T~(n) = Go. 
nedomain~% 
A partial computable function 9 is compulsively honest iff there exists y such that 
9v = 9 and y is compulsively honest. 
Hartmanis [10, p. 240] establishes the existence of arbitrarily complicated functions 
possessing programs which are optimal within e a.e. He does this via a size argument: 
The programs he exhibits compute output values so much larger than the inputs that 
any other program which computes the same output values from the same inputs 
must take almost as many steps. (For an alternative xposition, see [9, pp. 172-189].) 
Hartmanis' technique can be used to show that every compulsively honest partial 
computable function asymptotically approximates the run-time of some program 
which is optimal within E a.e) This is because we can compute the desierd run-time 
very rapidly and then spend that (much larger) amount of time producing large 
output values. This explains the nature of the hypothesis to condition (iii) in the 
following result. Note that 9~ , not T~ , plays a role in this theorem which is analogous 
to the roles played by ~"o an~ ['uo in t~ previous two theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Let 90,91 .... and To, T 1 ,... correspond to time for RASPI programs, 
as indicated above. Let Yo be a program such that 
(i) Yo is compulsively honest, and 
(ii) lim T,o(n ) oe. 
n- )  m 
n~domain%r ~ 
1 This does generalize Hartmanis' result: The run-times of the programs which Hartmanis 
gives are asymptotically of the form 3(g~(n)) 2, where gi(n) can be computed in g~(n) operations. 
Clearly there are constants c~ and c~ and a self-modifying program y such that %(n) = 3(gi(n)) z
and T~(n) < cLg/n) -~ c2 9 If lim,,.~ gi(n) = oo then the run-time 3(gi(n)) ~ is compulsively 
honest. 
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Then there does not exist a partial computable function 4J(i) such that 
(iii) (Vi)[{domain r = domain 9~uo & (3j)[j is optimal for q~i within ~ a.e. & 
lim ~%o(n)/T~(n) = 1]} 
nEdomain~0% 
{~b(i) converges & r is optimal for 94 within E i.o.)]. 
Sketch of the proof. The general organization of our proof is very similar to that of 
the earlier proofs. On input n, program g(i) begins by attempting to learn that $(i) 
has already been dealt with on some input m < n. This is done with some care, so 
that if such an m exists then not too much execution time is spent in discovering this 
fact. If no such m is discovered, efforts are made to guarantee that 9o(i)(n) ~= cp,(i)(n ). 
If those efforts fail, the construction mimics Hartmanis' size construction except for 
the minor modifications required because we only assume that the desired approximate 
run-time ~%0 is compulsively honest. 
Proof. Let Yo satisfy (i) and (ii). Suppose a partial computable function ~b(i) does 
satisfy (iii). Let 9~o = ~b. Program g(i) has an initial program part corresponding to 
several different phases and dynamically keeps track of which registers have been stored 
into, so that new work space can be used when required. Among other things, it has 
copies of the programs associated with Yo and z 0 built into it (and can simulate those 
two programs while only increasing computation time by a linear factor). The 
computation of program g(i) on input n can be sketched as follows. 
Phase 1. Compute c%o(n) and Tuo(n ). (Diverge if they diverge.) 
Phase 2. If T~o(i ) :~ Tuo(n), go to Phase 4 without attempting to guarantee that 
~g<~) =# 9,(i). Otherwise compute ~o~o(i ) = $(i) and execute the following loop from 
m = 0 through n --  1: For a given value of m, check whether Tvo(m ) ~ 2 9 Tuo(n ). 
If not, this completes the pass through the loop. I f  so, check whether Tzo(i ) ~ T~o(m ).
If not, this completes the pass through the loop. I f  so, check whether T,(i)(m )
2 9 9v0(m). If so, exit from the loop and go to Phase 4. I f  not, this completes the pass 
through the loop. 
Phase 3. If T~(o(n ) ~< 2 9 9~o(n), then output cpo(~)(n  ~ 1 ~" ~(i)(n) and halt. 
Phase 4. Make repeated use of the relation (k + 1) ~ -- k ~ + 2k + 1 to compute 
the greatest integer L less than or equal to (l " q)uo(n)) 1/0". 
Phase 5. Create a loop which will be initialized by loading n into the accumulator 
and which will be executed L times. Each pass through the loop consists of L triples 
of instructions which store the current contents of the accumulator into a fixed register, 
add the contents of that register to the contents of the accumulator, and then again add 
the contents of that register to the (new) contents of the accumulator. 
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Phase 6. Execute the loop created in Phase 5 and halt with the final contents of 
the accumulator as output. 
This completes the description of the computation of program g(i) on input n. 
Since program Yo is compulsively honest, 
and 
domain %'0 is infinite (19) 
lim 9, . (n)  = 0o. (20) 
n~domaJnep% 
As in the previous proofs, let i* be such that %(i*) = ~0i* 9 
Case 1. For some no, Phase 3 of the computation performed by program g(i*) 
on input n o forces %(i,)(no) @ q0~(i.)(n0). 
For all sufficiently large inputs n in domain 9)Uo, (ii) implies that this fact will be 
discovered uring Phase 2 and the loop in Phase 2 will not be executed beyond m = n o . 
Thus, the execution time of Phase 2 will be dominated by a constant multiple of 
Tuo(n ) + ~ 9uo(m), (21) 
mCdomain~O~o 
Phase 3 will be bypassed, and Phases 4-6 will be executed. Phases 4 and 5 each require 
execution times proportional to the square root of 9%(n). The execution time of 
Phase 6 is bounded by %o(n). 
For sufficiently large n in domain r (20) implies that the execution times of 
Phases 4 and 5 are negligible in comparison to %o(n). Since Yo is compulsively honest, 
the execution times of Phases I and 2 are also negligible in comparison to %o(n) for 
sufficiently large n in domain ~ou0. Hence, 
lim ~%o(n)/Tg(i,)(n) = 1. (22) 
n~dom ainq~% 
Clearly domain %(i*) = domain ~uo " By Hartmanis' argument, g(i*) is optimal for 9i* 
within 9 a.e. Hence, (iii) implies that ~%(i*) = cP.,(i*), contradicting the assumption 
that Case 1 holds. 
Case 2. There is no n o such that Phase 3 of the computation performed by program 
g(i*) on input n o forces %(i.)(no) ~ q~(i.)(no). 
Let v o be the program which computes by imitating Phases l, 4, 5, and 6 of program 
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g(i*) (and modifying memory locations accordingly). Then 9,. 0 = ~og(~.). By the 
reasoning of Case 1, v 0 is optimal for ~ ,  within E a.e. and 
lim q~o(n)/T%(n) = 1. 
nedom ainq~u0 
By (iii), ~b(i*) converges and is optimal for ~p~, within ~ i.o. Hence, T,{i.)(n) <~ 
a. T%(n) ~< 2 9 9~o(n) i.o. By (ii), there is an n o which contradicts the assumption that 
Case 2 holds. Q.E.D. 
VI. COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS 
As indicated earlier, we feel that our results provide interesting comparisons of the 
abstract, Turing machine, and RASP approaches to computational complexity. Except 
for minor subtleties discussed at the end of this section, our results can be viewed as 
special eases of the following statement, where both the notation of Section I (~, P, 
and P')  and the notation used in the statements of the theorems (~b, i, and j) are 
included. 
For many ways of gauging resource requirements and optimality in universal programming 
languages and for many total functions R(n), no program ga (=~b) has the property that 
if P (=i) is a program which computes a total (and, in some cases, O-l-valued) function 
and if there exists an equivalent optimal program P' (=j) with run-time (=~bj(n)) 
approximately equal to R(n), then ~ (=~b) on input P (=i) halts eventually and outputs 
one such equivalent optimal program. 
Table I summarizes the nature of the various special cases. 
Theorem 1 deals with h-optimality, and item 5 emphasizes the fact that the relevant 
technique consists of "upward diagonalization," where a resource bound R(n) is 
increased to allow computation of a new function. Since the diagonalization can use 
additional resource, item 4 is very permissive. The notion of h,-optimality (where ho 
depends on the choice of complexity measure 4) is the only reasonable notion of 
optimality known to be realizable for arbitrary complexity measures. (See [5].) The fact 
that Theorems 2 and 3 are not direct corollaries of Theorem 1, which was argued in 
Section I, is reinforced by the fact that it is not clear that either of the other notions of 
optimality is expressible as h-optimality for any function h. 
Theorem 2 uses "downward iagonalization," where a resource bound is decreased 
to allow computation of fewer functions. At the outset of the computation, R(n) tape 
squares are marked off and the future computations are limited to those tape squares. 
Since memory is a "reusable resource," the statement of item 5 is particularly clean; 
an optimizer is only supposed to behave properly for a very limited set of input 
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TABLE I 
Theorem 1 Theorem 2 Theorem 3 
I. Resource 
requirements 
2. Notion of 
optimality 
3. Only 0-1-valued 
functions ?
4. Nature of R(n) 
Arbitrary complexity Memory for off-line Time for RASP1 
measure Turing machines programs 
hr for Optimality within a Optimality within E 
some computable linear factor 
function hr 
Yes Yes No 
Any total run-time Any total run-space 
> log log n a.e. 
Any compulsively 
honest function having 
unbounded run-time 
5. Meaning of "run- R(n) < Cj(n) < r = R(n) a.e. R(n) 
time ~r is approxi- h,~(n, R(n)) a.e. lim = 1 
mately equal to R(n) . . . . .  ~j(n) 
programs. Since the bookkeeping for the diagonalization must be done entirely 
within the memory  laid off, i tem 4 contains a restriction which was not necessary in 
Theorem 1.2 
Theorems 1 and 2 proceed by various types of diagonalization, and the diagonal- 
ization can be arranged so that only one of the infinitely many conditions which must 
be dealt with (to wit, avoiding equality with 9k for infinitely many choices of  k such 
that ~b k threatens to be too small) is dealt with on any one of the infinitely many 
inputs. Thus,  a choice between 0 or 1 as an output is adequate. In  contrast, for 
Theorem 3, item 3 is crucial, since we use a "rate of growth" argument where output 
values are so much larger than input values that every program has almost as long an 
execution t ime as a given program, a In  contrast o memory, where R(n) memory units 
could be reused after being laid off, execution t ime is a "consumable resource," so 
that the initial execution t ime T%(n) used to compute the desired approximate run-t ime 
As noted earlier, the restriction _R(n) >~ log log n a.e. does not refer to the "minimal growth 
rate" for memory (see [13, Theorem I; 14, Theorem 10.8]), since R(n) is related to the resource 
requirements of the input n whose length is log n, not to the resource requirements for inputs 
of length n. We have not yet investigated whether techniques of [15] (see [14, Theorem 10.10]) 
can be adapted to deal with the case R(n) >~ log log log n a.e. 
3 The existence or nonexistence of RASP1 programs which are optimal within c and compute 
0--1-valued functions is an interesting open question. Sudborough and Zalcberg [19] formulate 
a RASP called RASP3 and use diagonalization to show the existence of arbitrarily complex 
0-1-valued functions which are optimal within e. We have not yet considered adaptation of 
our results to that setting. 
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R(n) -- T,~o(n) must be added to the execution time of the remaining computation. 
In view of this property and of the fact that the execution time of the remaining 
computation is only approximately q%0(n), item 5 is only an asymptotic relation, 
much less crisp than the situation for Theorem 2. To obtain even this asymptotic 
relationship, we assume that R(n) is compulsively honest in order to guarantee that 
the initial execution time is small in comparison to the execution time of the remaining 
computation. 
Our treatment above assumes that an optimizer ~ does not need to behave properly 
unless input program P has total domain, whereas the actual statements of the 
theorems deal with the case when the domain of input program P is any prescribed 
infinite recursively enumerable set. However, all three theorems deal with the more 
general setting in identical fashions, 4 as is also the case with the distinction of gauging 
optimality of an input program P by behavior on all but finitely many inputs but 
gauging optimality of the output program P '  by behavior on only infinitely many 
inputs. Thus, the only possible comparison between our results which we have not 
captured in Table I relates to the possibility of using h| for input programs 
but only h-optimality for output programs, where h is larger than h~. We have 
indicated some variants of Theorem 2 along similar lines near the start of Section IV, 
but we have not yet considered the possibility of similar variants of Theorem 3. 
APPENDIX 
We give a more detailed sketch of the construction which is relevant to the proof of 
Theorem 2. We describe the construction in a mixture of prose and a hypothetical 
variant of ALGOL. 
INTEGER PROCEDURE g(i, n); 
INTEGER i, n; 
COMMENT This procedure describes the computation performed by program 
g(i) on input n for the proof of Theorem 2; 
BEGIN 
INTEGER re,j; 
BOOLEAN already dealt with ~b; 
L ISTOFVARIABLELENGTHINTEGERS list o f  programs canceled 
earlier; 
COMMENT Each variable corresponds toa separate track on the Turing machine 
performing the computation. The entries on the track corresponding to list_of_ 
programscanceledearlier ar  in binary, separated by special markers. The function 
4 Note that in Theorem 3 we do not need to assume explicitly that domain r is infinite, 
since this follows from the hypothesis that ~%0 is compulsively honest. 
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d(j) is as discussed in the motivation for the proof in Section IV. Use the fact that 
L~o(n ) ) log log n on domain Luo to shut off simulations if they have proceeded long 
enough so that internal configurations must be repeating and causing looping on 
finitely many tape squares, except in PHASE1; 
PHASE 1 : 
Lay off Lu0(n ) tape squares without checking whether you are looping on finitely 
many squares. (Diverge ifL,0(n ) diverges.); 
PHASE2:; 
COMMENT Restricting yourself to [%(n) tape squares, learn as much as 
possible about the computations of q~o(i)(m) for m < n. Since log n can be 
represented in binary in log log n tape squares, deal only with m ~ log n. To 
understand that this phase does the right things, read phases 3, 4, and 5 first!; 
already dealt_with ~b: = FALSE; 
Iist_og_programs canceled_earlier: = NULL; 
FOR m: = 0 STEP 1 UNTIL  log n DO 
BEGIN 
IF efforts to lay off Luo(m ) tape squares loop on finitely many squares or 
request more than Lvo(n ) tape squares THEN GO TO ENDLOOP1; 
IF already_dealt with ~b THEN GO TO SIMULATE_CANCELLATION; 
IF it is not possible to lay off L%(m) tape squares while limiting the 
computation to /%(n) tape squares THEN GO TO S IMULATE 
CANCELLATION; 
IF it is not possible to compute ~b(i) while limiting the computation toL%(m) 
tape squares THEN GO TO SIMULATE_CANCELLATION; 
IF L~(i)(m) ~ /%(m) THEN 
BEGIN 
already dealt_with ~b: = TRUE; 
GO TO ENDLOOP1 
END; 
S IMULATECANCELLATION:  
FOR j: = 0 STEP 1 UNTIL  log m DO 
BEGIN 
IF j is on l istofprogramscanceledearl ier 
THEN GO TO ENDLOOP2; 
IF it is not possible to write d(j) and determine that L~-(m) ~/~u0(m) 
while limiting the computation to[,uo(m) tape squares THEN GO TO 
ENDLOOP2; 
IF there is room to add j to list_of_programs_canceledearlier 
THEN addj  to list_of_programs_canceled_earlier; 
GO TO ENDLOOP1; 






COMMENT Try to deal with ~ if you have not learned that it was dealt 
with on an earlier input m. This is the only phase where Luo(n ) tape squares 
are sometimes allowed; 
IF already_dealt with_~b THEN GO TO PHASE4; 
Lay off/%(n) tape squares; 
IF  it is not possible to compute $(i) while limiting the computation to 
L~,o(n ) squares THEN GO TO PHASE4; 
IF L,~(i)(n) ~ L%(n) THEN 
BEGIN 
g: = IF ~0~(i)(n ) = 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0; 
COMMENT Thus %(~) :/= 9~(i) ; 
GO TO F IN IS  
END;  
PHASE4:; 
COMMENT If we get here, we were not able to (or did not need to) deal with ~b 
in Phase 3. In that case, diagonalize over the smaller amount of space/~o(n) by 
canceling the firstj which needs to be canceled and can be represented on log log n 
tape squares if such a j  exists; 
FOR j:  = 0 STEP 1 UNTIL  log n DO 
BEGIN 
IF  j is on list o f  programs_canceled arlier 
THEN GO TO ENDLOOP3;  
IF  it is not possible to write d(j) and determine that Lj(n) ~< Lv0(n ) while 
limiting the computation to Lv0(n ) tape squares THEN GO TO ENDLOOP3;  
g: --  IF cpi(n ) ---- 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0; 




COMMENT If we get here, nothing needs to be canceled; 
g: = 0; 
F INIS:  
END; 
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